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Abstract

In this paper, a 3D finite element model is established in ABAQUS/Explicit based on a modified progressive damage model
to study the dynamic mechanical response and damage development in cross-ply composite laminates subjected to low-velocity
impact. The 3D Hashin criterion and the damage evolution model with the through-thickness normal stress component σ33 are
applied to predict the intra-laminar damage initiation and evolution. The cohesive elements with the bilinear traction-separation
relationship are inserted between layers to predict the inter-laminar delamination induced by impact loading. A user-material
subroutine VUMAT involving the modified progressive damage model of intra-laminar and inter-laminar damage is coded and
implemented in the finite element package ABAQUS/Explicit. The numerical results of three different impact energies (7.35, 11.03
and 14.70 J) are analyzed by the impact force-time, force-displacement and energy-time histories curves as well as different damage
modes. The respectable relationship between numerical simulation and experimental result indicates that the proposed modified
method is more suitable for low-velocity impact on composite laminates under different impact energies than the previous method
without σ33. Moreover, the effects of S mt and S mc on global mechanical response and local damage predictions for laminates are
discussed in detail. It can be concluded that both of the coefficients should be adopted between 0.93 and 0.96 when using this
damage model to simulate composite laminates under low-velocity impact.
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1. Introduction

During the last decades, composite materials have been ap-
plied in various structures because of their high specific stiff-
ness and strength ratio, especially in aerospace structures where
barely visible impact damage (BVID) can be a critical issue [1].
However, their poor impact resistance, which is a disadvantage
of composite materials, raises a large challenge to the design
and application of composites [2, 3]. Considering the high cost
of testing and the inability to accurately monitor the BVID, nu-
merical modeling is considered as the most efficient tool which
could simulate the impact and predict the complicated internal
damage mechanisms in a relatively short time. Therefore, the
finite element modeling is always preferred by the researchers
to study the impact damage issues of composite laminates.

The complex composite material impact behaviour can be
simulated based on the constitutive models provided [4, 5, 6,
7, 8]. Among these well developed numerical techniques, the
progressive damage model (PDM) has become the most pop-
ular simulation scheme which considers damage initiation and
subsequent stiffness degradation [6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. With
regrad to damage initiation determination for composites, the
interactive criteria with separate expressions to assess fiber and
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matrix damage under tensile and compression loading have
been used widely, including the Hashin [14, 15], Chang–Chang
[16] and Hou [17, 18] criteria. The three-dimensional Hashin
criterion contains the through-thickness normal stress compo-
nent σ33 in matrix failure criterion, which is unique among
these criteria. Once the failure criterion is satisfied, an appro-
priate damage evolution model needs to be proposed in order
to describe the loss of stiffness. Some researchers used the
predefined constants for stiffness degradation rule to simulate
the process of damage accumulation around the damaged area
[19, 20]. Obviously, this approach is not applicable for a wide
range of situations. Due to the involvement of mechanical pa-
rameters, the equivalent displacement method in damage evo-
lution model is now widely employed by researchers for pre-
dicting the progressive damage behavior of composite materials
[6, 10, 11, 12, 21, 22]. In order to control the shear stiffness loss
caused by the matrix failure in tension and compression, the rel-
evant coefficients S mt and S mc are introduced in the degraded
stiffness matrix [10, 12, 22]. Nevertheless, the equivalent dis-
placement and stress for the matrix failure modes are expressed
without σ33 in their works, which is not appropriate with the 3D
Hashin criterion for matrix. Therefore, a proper damage evolu-
tion method containing σ33 for this situation should be posed
and validated.

Among the typical damage modes occurring in the compos-
ite laminates, delamination is considered to be the most criti-
cal mode since it may propagate undetectably and lead to un-
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foreseen collapse of the structure [23]. Due to the essential-
ity of delamination, virtual crack closure technique (VCCT)
[24] and cohesive zone model (CZM) [25] have been adopted
by researchers in numerical simulation. However, the VCCT
is required to predefine the crack initiation and needs to em-
ploy adaptive re-meshing technique in the front of delamina-
tion. On the contrary, CZM uses strength-based criterion and
fracture energy criterion to predict the damage initiation and
evolution, which overcomes the disadvantage of VCCT. The
bilinear traction-separation law is commonly used when the
CZM-based interface elements are chosen to simulate the de-
lamination [21, 26, 27, 28, 29].

In this paper, a 3D finite element model is established in
ABAQUS/Explicit to simulate the low-velocity impact dam-
age in cross-ply composite laminates. The PDM including
the Hashin criterion and a modified computational method of
equivalent displacement with σ33 in damage evolution model
is proposed and coded in the user-defined subroutine (VU-
MAT). Interface cohesive elements with the bilinear traction-
separation law are inserted between plies to simulate delami-
nation. The general contact algorithm is implemented in order
to simulate the contact between the impactor and the plate sur-
face, while the appropriate contact pair properties are defined in
the contact between layers. The numerical results are validated
and discussed against the experimental results reported by Shi
[21]. The effects of the coefficients S mt and S mc on global me-
chanical response and local damage predictions for laminates
are then discussed in detail.

2. Composite damage model for impact

Generally speaking, the composite damage caused by low-
velocity impact can be classified by two main failure categories:
(1) Intra-laminar failure which occurs within a ply including
fiber tensile and compressive breakage, and matrix tensile and
compressive damage. (2) Inter-laminar failure or delamination
which occurs between neighbor plies. The impact damage pro-
cess can be simulated by progressive damage models, which
consists of failure initiation criteria , damage evolution model
and continuum damage model.

2.1. Intra-laminar damage
2.1.1. Failure initiation criteria

Hashin’s failure criterion [15] is one of the most famous cri-
teria for predicting damage initiation in one layer of composite
laminates, which is wildly used in both academic and engineer-
ing fields. In the present study, the three-dimensional Hashin
criterion is implemented, which includes through-thickness
normal stress component in matrix failure. The four different
failure modes are given as follows:

Fiber tensile failure (σ11 > 0)

F f t = (
σ11
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σ12

S 12
)2 + α(

σ13

S 13
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In the above equations, σi j(i, j = 1, 2, 3) is the effective stress
tensor; XT and XC are the tensile and compressive strengths of
the unidirectional composite laminate in the fiber direction; YT

and YC are the tensile and compressive strengths in the trans-
verse direction; S 12, S 13 and S 23 are shear strengths respec-
tively; α is the shear failure coefficient applied to determine the
contribution of shear stresses on the fiber tensile failure. In the
present work, α is set as 1.

2.1.2. Damage evolution model
Once a failure initiation criterion is satisfied, the damage

evolution model needs to be defined. When the behavior of
the material model becomes softened, the damage of mate-
rial exhibits localizing characteristics as the energy dissipated
decreases upon mesh refinement. In order to solve the prob-
lem, the crack band model developed by Bažant and Oh [30]
was successfully implemented by Lapczyk and Hurtado [6] and
Fang et al. [12] and Chao et al. [11] in their damage models.
The element dissipated energy can then be expressed as:

GI =
1
2
σ

f
eqε

f
eqlc (5)

where GI is the fracture energy density of failure mode I; σ f
eq,

ε
f
eq are the equivalent peak stress and the equivalent failure

strain, respectively; lc is the characteristic length of element,
which is considered to be equal to the cube root of the element
volume in the present study.

The evolution of damage variable for each failure mode I is
expressed as:

dI =
δ

f
I,eq

(
δI,eq − δ

0
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)
δI,eq

(
δ

f
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where δ f
I,eq is the damage equivalent displacement of the cor-

responding failure mode at final failure; δ0
I,eq is the equivalent

displacement for damage initiation; they can be computed by
the following equations:

δ
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Table 1: Equivalent displacement and stress of each failure mode

Failure modes Equivalent displacement Equivalent stress

Fiber tension δ f t,eq = lc
√(
〈ε11〉

2 + αε2
12 + αε2

13

)
σ f t,eq =

lc(〈σ11〉〈ε11〉+ασ12ε12+ασ13ε13)
δ f t,eq

Fiber compression δ f c,eq = lc〈−ε11〉 σ f c,eq =
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δ f c,eq
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√(
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Matrix compression δmc,eq = lc
√(
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2 + ε2
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)
σmc,eq =

lc(〈−σ22〉〈−ε22〉+〈−σ33〉〈−ε33〉+σ12ε12+σ23ε23+σ13ε13)
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σI,eq
√
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where FI is the value of damage initiation criterion; δI,eq and
σI,eq are the equivalent displacement and equivalent stress for a
failure mode respectively.

In the previous works of literature [12, 11, 21, 10], the
through-thickness normal stress σ33 was ignored when calcu-
lating the equivalent displacement and equivalent stress for ma-
trix failure modes. However, the 3D Hashin’s matrix failure
criterion is judged according to σ22 + σ33. It is inappropriate
to compute δI,eq and σI,eq without σ33. In the present work, the
modified formulas based on Ref.[11], including the through-
thickness normal stress component, are proposed and listed in
Table 1, where the symbol 〈〉 represents the Macaulay operator.
The effects on simulation results of the two calculation methods
are discussed in the chapter 4.

2.1.3. Continuum damage model
For composite laminates, each ply is generally treated as a

transversely isotropic material. It means that the transversely
isotropic constitutive equation with only five independent con-
stants is implemented for undamaged lamina. By adding differ-
ent damage variables to modify the constitutive equations, the
degraded compliance matrix S d is expressed as:

S d =
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−
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−
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−
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−
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−
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1
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1
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(10)

where d f and dm represent the fiber and matrix damage vari-
ables, respectively. In the meantime, the corresponding de-
graded stiffness matrix Cd is shown as:

Cd =
1
∆



d f E11(1 − dmν23ν32) d f dmE11(ν21 + ν23ν31) d f E11(ν31 + dmν21ν32)
dmE22(1 − d f ν13ν31) dmE22(ν32 + d f ν12ν31)

E33(1 − d f dmν12ν21)
∆d f dmG12

∆d f dmG23
∆d f dmG13


(11)


d f = (1 − d f t)(1 − d f c)
dm = (1 − S mtdmt)(1 − S mcdmc)
∆ = 1 − d f dmν12ν21 − dmν23ν32 − d f ν13ν31 − 2d f dmν21ν32ν13

(12)

where d f t, d f c, dmt, dmc are the damage variables for fiber and
matrix damage under tensile and compression loads that are
calculated by damage evolution model. S mt and S mc are in-
troduced coefficients to control the shear stiffness loss due to
failure of the matrix in tension and compression [10, 12, 22].
In the present study, S mt and S mc are set as 0.96. The effects of
their values on the simulation results are discussed in the chap-
ter 4.

2.2. Inter-laminar damage

The cohesive zone elements based on a bilinear traction-
separation relationship are adopted to simulate the inter-laminar
delamination at the interface of adjacent plies in the compos-
ite laminates. Delamination initiation and the corresponding
reduction behavior are determined by mixed-mode loading.
Therefore, both quadratic failure criterion and the Benzeggagh
and Kenane (B-K) criterion [31] are used to predict the initi-
ation and propagation of delamination damage, expressed in
Eqs.(13) and (14), respectively.

〈tn〉2

N2 +
t2
s

S 2 +
t2
t

T 2 = 1 (13)
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where tn, ts and tt represent the normal and shear tractions; N,
S and T denote the interface normal and shear strength.

GC = GC
n + (GC

s −GC
n )

{
GS

GT

}η
(14)

where GC , GC
n and GC

s are the total, normal and shear critical
fracture energy, respectively; GS is the dissipated energy in the
out-of-plane direction; GT is the total dissipated energy in all
three directions; η is the relevant material coefficient in the B-K
formula.

3. Finite element modeling of low-velocity impact

3.1. Finite element model and boundary conditions

The 3D finite element model is established based on the
available experimental data given by Shi [21, 29]. The 2 mm
thick composite laminates built as a circular plate with 75 mm
in diameter consist of eight layers with each 0.25 mm thickness
in the stacking sequences [0/90]2s. Global and local coordi-
nates are defined to account for ply orientations and material
behavior.

The hemispherical head cylindrical impactor with 15 mm in
diameter is modeled as an analytical rigid body. The initial
velocity of 3.83 m/s along the z-axis and the concentrated mass
of 1, 1.5 and 2 kg are assigned to the impactor in order to obtain
three impact energies of 7.35, 11.03 and 14.70 J respectively.

The distance between the external surface of impactor and
the topface of plate is set as 0 mm. All freedoms along the pe-
riphery of the plate are constrained to zero to simulate the ex-
perimental clamped conditions. Fig. 1 demonstrates the finite
element model of cross-ply composite laminates under low-
velocity impact.

Figure 1: Finite element model of cross-ply composite laminates under low-
velocity impact

3.2. Element types and mesh density

The eight-node solid elements with reduced integration
(C3D8R) are used in the plate. The relax stiffness hourglass
control method is implemented to avoid fake deformation of el-
ements. In order to improve the computational accuracy and
efficiency, the mesh with element size of 1 mm × 1mm is used

in the impact zone while the coarser mesh is employed in the
rest of part. In addition, the zero-thickness eight-node three
dimension cohesive elements (COH3D8) are inserted between
adjacent layers to simulate delamination. The element deletion
is not allowed in the numerical model because there was no pen-
etration observed in the experiment [21]. Therefore, the mesh
of composite laminates consists of 15840 C3D8R elements and
13860 COH3D8 elements.

3.3. Material properties and contact definition

The detailed material properties of unidirection laminate
used in the present study are listed in Tabel 2. The values of
each material property are taken from the Refs.[21, 29].

Table 2: Material properties of unidirectional laminate

Density 1600 kg/m3

Stiffness properties
E11 = 153 GPa; E22 = E33 = 10.3 GPa;
G12 = G13 = 6 GPa; G23 = 3.7 GPa;
ν12 = ν13 = 0.3; ν23 = 0.4

Strength properties
XT = 2537 MPa; XC = 1580 MPa;
YT = 82 MPa; YC = 236 MPa;
S 12 = S 13 = 90 MPa; S 23 = 40 MPa

Fracture energy
G f t = 91.6 N/mm; G f c = 79.9 N/mm;
Gmt = 0.22 N/mm; Gmc = 1.1 N/mm

As for interface cohesive element, Liu [10] compared the ef-
fects of different interface strengths on the delamination dam-
age and chose the appropriate values for cohesive element in
his work. The values of material properties used in the present
study are listed in Table 3.

Table 3: Material properties of interface cohesive elements

Elastic modulus En = Es = Et = 5 GPa/mm
Strength properties N = S = T = 30 MPa
Fracture energy GC

n = 0.6 N/mm; GC
s = 0.6 N/mm

Relevant coefficient η 1.45

A general contact algorithm in ABAQUS/Explicit is adopted
to simulate contact between the impactor and the plate, as well
as ply-to-ply in the laminate. The penalty method with a fric-
tion coefficient is used to describe the tangential behavior, while
hard contact method is employed to describe the normal be-
havior. Schön [32] and Bing [33] studied the friction between
composite surfaces and the effective method to achieve friction
coefficient. For a 0◦/0◦ interface the value of µ = 0.2 was sug-
gested, while µ = 0.8 was recommended for the interface be-
tween neighbouring 90◦ plies. Therefore, the average friction
coefficient of µ = 0.5 is used between the layers, and the value
of 0.3 is applied between the impactor and the plate.

4. Numerical results and discussion

The numerical results of three different impact energies
(7.35, 11.03 and 14.70 J) are compared to the experimental data
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in Ref. [21] to validate the proposed model. During the process
of simulating, the impact force–time, force–displacement and
energy-time histories curves are recorded and the damages of
matrix and delamination are displayed. The benefits of the pro-
posed calculating equivalent displacement method with σ33 are
discussed, comparing the previous method without σ33. In ad-
dition, the effect of the coefficients to control shear stiffness loss
on the global mechanical response is studied.

4.1. Global mechanical response
Fig. 2 illustrates the comparison of two numerical results

and experimental force-time curves under three impact ener-
gies. Method A represents the previous damage model [10]
ignored the through-thickness normal stress σ33 when calculat-
ing the equivalent displacement and equivalent stress for ma-
trix failure modes. Method B denotes the proposed progressive
damage model including σ33 in the present work. By compar-
ing Fig. 2(a–c), obviously, the maximum force increases with
the increase of impact energy, while the difference between the
curves obtained by the two methods becomes smaller, espe-
cially the curves are basically the same in Fig. 2(c). In the
initial phase of contact, some oscillations can be seen due to
the elastic vibration induced by the initial contact between the
impactor and the plate. After that, intense oscillations indicate
the initiation of damage. Before reaching the peak value, the
force of method A is always a little bigger than the force of
method B, especially in the level of 7.45J. The reason for this
phenomenon should be that the stiffness matrix of method B
degenerates more continuously and does not cause large oscil-
lations. Due to the addition of σ33 in the method B, the damage
variable dI is easier to reach the maximum value 1 than the
method A when using the formulas of equivalent displacement
and stress listed in the Table 1. After the initiation of damage,
the dI calculated by method B is larger than that by method A at
the same moment. The dI with a larger value leads to the con-
sequence that the stiffness matrix degenerates more severely.
Before the impact force reaching the peak value, there are some
moments when the in the method B reached the maximum but
the dI in the method A did not, which results in the stiffness
matrix Cd of method B degenerating more continuously. More-
over, compared to the cases of the relative larger impact energy,
all the normal stress components in the lower impact energy are
so small that the presence of σ33 in the method B affects dI and
Cd more. Furthermore, the impact time at which the force ob-
tained by method A reaches the maximum value is always ear-
lier than method B. After the peak value, the impactor is going
to rebound and both of the numerical results take a little longer
time to reach zero than the experimental data. Due to the higher
impact energy, more contact time is recorded, which leads to
more serious damage in the composite. Overall, the predicted
force-time curves of both methods match with the experiment
data reasonably well, especially while the load is increasing.

Fig. 3 demonstrates the impact force-displacement curves
under three impact energy levels. As can be seen, a similar
tendency between two methods is observed in the three ener-
gies. The maximum displacement predicted from method B is
always slightly larger than method A. By comparison of Fig.

Figure 2: Numerical and experimental impact force-time curves under three
impact energy levels (a) 7.35 J (b) 11.03 J (c) 14.70 J

3(a–c), the divergence between the curves achieved by the two
methods decreases with increasing the impact energy. Like the
force-time diagram, the curves of 14.7 J obtained by method A
and method B are substantially the same in Fig. 3(c). When
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Figure 3: Numerical and experimental impact force-displacement curves under
three impact energy levels (a) 7.35 J (b) 11.03 J (c) 14.70 J

the force is reduced to zero, the displacements from the numer-
ical results are always smaller than the experiment, especially
in the case of the lowest energy, 7.35 J impact, as shown in Fig.
3(a). Although the numerical results do not match the experi-

ment well in the final distance, the deviation between simula-
tion and experiment narrows as the impact energy increases. It
should be noted that the experimental displacement was mea-
sured from the rebounding impactor [21], while the numerical
values are obtained from center of the plate surface. This differ-
ence and other factors like friction coefficient used in the simu-
lation may have some influence on the numerical results which
show a more complete recovery than the experiment.

Fig. 4 shows the impact energy-time variations under three
impact energies. The initial kinetic energy of the impactor be-
gins to transfer to the composite plate as soon as the contact
occurs. During the process of impact, part of the kinetic en-
ergy is absorbed by the elastic deformation, while most of the
energy is dissipated by intra-laminar damage, delamination and
the friction. When the velocity of the impactor turns to zero, the
energy reaches the maximum value. After the peak point, the
elastic energy of the laminates drives the impactor to rebound.
In the final state, the energy absorbed by the composite reaches
a stable value due to the damage and friction. Compared to
the experimental results, the predicted values always lower than
the measured value, while the deviation between them narrows
as the impact energy increases, especially in Fig. 4(c). It is
worth mentioning that the absorbed energy obtained by method
B is always closer to the experimental data than the energy ob-
tained by method A, but the differences become smaller with
the increase of impact energy. In the numerical model, the fric-
tion coefficients are used between the impactor and the plate,
as well as ply-to-ply in the laminate. It is hard to adopt the ac-
curate realistic friction coefficients to simulate the contact, es-
pecially the contact between the two adjacent composite layers
after delamination. Besides, the values of fracture energy used
in the cohesive elements also have effects on absorbing energy.
Therefore, a parametric study on the cohesive element should
be done in the future. These factors may lead to the result that
the predicted values of absorbed energy are always lower than
the measured values. With impact energy increasing, more and
more elements in the impact zone become complete failure, in-
stead of partial damage where the energy absorption is unable
to predict precisely due to the complex process of damage ac-
cumulation. This may be one of the reasons that the deviation
between the predicted value and the measured value narrows as
the impact energy increases. Another explanation for this phe-
nomenon is that the method A ignores the through-thickness
normal stress σ33 when applying the equivalent displacement
method to damage evolution model. It can be a considerable
practical approach when the state of stress in the laminae is
far enough away from the edges of a laminate. However, the
through-thickness compression stress is taken to have exactly
the same effect as the through-thickness tension stress on de-
lamination [17]. By adding the σ33 in the damage evolution
model makes the method B physically more realistic. In order
to provide the effects of σ33, the triaxial normal stresses of the
central element on the back side are list in the Table 4. The time
is 0.3 ms when the difference in performance does not appear.
As can be seen from the Table 4, σ33 is quite small compared
to σ11 and σ22, the presence of σ33 in the method B has a slight
effect on prediction. With the impact energy increasing, the
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Figure 4: Numerical and experimental impact energy-time curves under three
impact energy levels (a) 7.35 J (b) 11.03 J (c) 14.70 J

absolute increment of σ11 grows significantly more than that
of σ33, which results in the circumstance that the effects of σ33
gradually reduce and the gap between the two methods narrows.
Although the σ33 is quite small compared to σ11 and σ22, the

presence of σ33 in the method B has a slight positive effect on
predicting the absorbed energy. Besides, damage prediction ob-
tained by the method B may be suitable for some loading cases
where out-of-plane stresses are significant.

Table 4: The normal stresses of the central element on the back side

Impact Energy σ11 /MPa σ22 /MPa σ33 /MPa
7.35J 725.21 65.51 -6.56
11.03J 731.87 65.39 -6.74
14.70J 735.80 65.12 -6.80

4.2. Analysis of damage modes

Matrix damage and delamination are easy to occur even un-
der small impact energy, while fiber damage usually occurs
with higher impact energy. Although these damages are not
obvious seeing from the outside surfaces of the laminates, they
have essential effects on the residual mechanical performance
of the composite structures. Therefore, it is necessary to ana-
lyze these damage modes in details.

The matrix tensile damage distribution in each layer of the
numerical models of 11.03 J impact when adopting the two
methods are shown in Fig. 5. The red region represents the
place where elements failed completely, while the blue means
undamaged regions defined for all the damage contours in this
work. As can be seen, the damage occurs around the impact
point, while the area of the top four layers is smaller than that
of the back four layers. Furthermore, it is evident that for
both methods, the predicted matrix tensile damage area is larger
when the corresponding layer is farther away from the impact
side, expect the last layer. This can be explained by the de-
formation and failure mechanism of the laminates that matrix
tensile damage initiates on the back side and expands to the up-
per layers [34]. Concerning the damage shape, although the
last two layers are 90◦ layer and 0◦ layer respectively, they both
look like the butterfly type. The shapes of the remaining lay-
ers are approximately rectangular with the long sides along the
fiber direction, except the top ply. In addition, the predicted
damage contours of method A exhibit a tiny hollowed shape
in the center of each top six layers, while this shape is only
found in the top four layers of method B. This phenomenon is
attributed to the Hashin criterion which uses the summation of
transverse and out-of-plane normal stress to evaluate the ten-
sion and compression failure for matrix. On the other hand,
considering that σ33 is adopted in the damage evolution model
when calculating the equivalent stresses and displacements, the
method B has the smaller area and the less number of layers
with the hollow shape than the method A. Overall, there are no
much differences in predicting matrix tensile damage between
those two methods.

Fig. 6 displays the predictions of matrix compression dam-
age in every ply under 11.03 J impact. Obviously, the ma-
trix compression damage is detected in every ply as same as
the matrix tensile damage. However, the deviation of matrix
compression damage prediction between those two methods is
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Figure 5: Comparison of predicted matrix tensile damage in each layer of the cross-ply composite laminates under 11.03 J impact (a) Method A (b) Method B

more significant than that of matrix tensile damage. To be more
specifically, the damage area of each ply resulted from method
B is larger than that obtained by method A, where many partial
degradations are found in the top three plies, shown in green in
Fig. 6(a). In other words, the damages of these regions are not
severe so that these parts of the laminates still have the certain
load-bearing capacity. Meanwhile, the last two layers, which
are the most damaged layers in the mode of matrix tensile dam-
age, have the less damages among the laminates. This finding
can be explained that the matrix compression damage first ini-

tiates on the impact side and propagates to the bottom, so that
more damage areas are found in the top four layes. Since the
damaged elements are not deleted in the simulation, the im-
pact contact is only considered between the impactor and the
first layer of the laminates, resulting in the fact that the com-
pressive damage at the upper layers is much higher than that at
the lower layers. For the majority of layers, the area of matrix
compression damage is fewer than that of matrix tensile dam-
age analyzed before, which means that the damage variable dmc

has less effect on the damage evolution model than dmt does.
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Figure 6: Comparison of predicted matrix compression damage in each layer of the cross-ply composite laminates under 11.03 J impact (a) Method A (b) Method B

Considering the direction of the fiber, the matrix compression
damage does not extend along the fibre direction but concen-
trates on the impact point and seldom propagates in other direc-
tions. In the impact zone, the multiaxial state of stress which is
nearly a hydrostatic compression [35] may reinforce the appar-
ent strength of the material and prevents the creation of cracks
and delamination, which could justify the gap between experi-
ments and numerical results. In reality, compression improves
the delamination strength while even small tensile stress by it-
self can cause delamination, which is ignored by the method A

due to the lack of σ33 in the damage evolution model. This
could be another reason for the differences between the two
methods. However, according to the experiments provided by
Y.Shi [21] the fiber failure was not found in the cases of 7.35J
and 11.03J impact. In order to avoid predicting multiple yarn
failures close to the impactor under the relative larger energy
impact, the influence of the hydrostatic pressure on the numer-
ical simulation should be taken into consideration in the fur-
ther work. In a word, these differences in evaluating the matrix
compression damage with the two methods indicate that the re-
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sults predicted by method A are more conservative than that by
method B.

The delamination areas of the cross-ply composite laminates
under 14.70 J impact are shown in Fig. 7 to compare the two
numerical predicted areas and the X-ray radiograph. All the de-
laminations are represented in rainbow colour. From the Figs.
7(a-c), the delamination evolution areas which include the com-
plete and partially failed region are larger than that by experi-
ment. More specifically, the delamination area and the com-
plete failure area predicted by method B are larger than those
of method A. The details of delamination damage contours for
each interface layer are revealed in the Figs. 7(d-e). As can be
seen, delamination occurrs in every interface with varying de-
grees of damage. The two methods predict the similar areas of
severe delaminations when the damage variable is equal to 1,
except for the first and third interfaces. The delamination prop-
agation in the upper interfaces may be constrained by the high
friction force due to the impactor. The complete delamination
area of method A in interface 1 is larger than that of method
B, while method B predicts more severe delamination in inter-
face 3 than method A. The interface 3 and 4 present the most
extensive damage areas among the seven interfaces, which is
consistent with the conclusions by Shi [21] and Zhang [36]. In
addition, the delamination that occurs in the interface 7 is basi-
cally completely ineffective, with few partial failures. For the
last four interfaces, the damage propagation direction is paral-
lel to the fiber orientations of the lamina below the correspond-
ing interface, which is consistent with the conclusions given by
Liu [10] and Li [37]. Nevertheless, the distribution of delam-
ination damage in the top three interfaces does not match the
aforementioned regulations. The predicted delamination areas
depend on the element size and the material properties of inter-
face cohesive element. Applying more appropriate parameters
in the model may result in a better prediction, which makes the
predicted delamination area closer to the actual situation. How-
ever, the delamination areas predicted by simulations are larger
than that by experiment, which leads to a more conservative
result when designing the allowable values for composites via
the numerical model. In other words, the larger delamination
evolution area can prompt designers to improve the allowable
values for composite materials better. As mentioned before,
the through-thickness stress has some effects on delamination,
which could be the reason for the slightly larger delamination
area predicted by method B.

Using C-Scan as a function of the impact energy levels
for configuration would definitely improve the quality of this
manuscript. Unfortunately, the experimental data obtained
from Shi [21] didn’t include the C-Scan results. Therefore,
another numerical simulation is implemented to compare the
test data taken from the work of N. Hongkarnjanakul [27]. A
T700CG/M21 carbon/epoxy composite laminate with stacking
sequences of [02, 452, 902,−452]S subjected to 25J impact and a
geometry size of 100×150×4 mm are adopted here for the fur-
ther validation. The detailed material properties for this com-
posite are listed in Table 5. Fig.8 shows the experimental and
numerical delamination results of the T700CG/M21 compos-
ite laminates under 25 J impact. As can be seen, the predicted

distribution of delamination damage correlates reasonably well
with the experimental data, except showing the slightly larger
areas. More specifically, the delamination area and the com-
plete failure area predicted by method B are still larger than
those of method A, which is consistent with the foregoing con-
clusions.

Table 5: Material properties for T700CG/M21 composite laminates

Composite
lamina
properties

Density 1600 kg/m3

Stiffness
properties

E11 = 130 GPa;E22 = E33 = 7.7 GPa;
G12 = G13 = 4.8 GPa; G23 = 3.8 GPa;
ν12 = ν13 = 0.33; ν23 = 0.35

Strength
properties

XT = 2080 MPa; XC = 1250 MPa;
YT = 60 MPa; YC = 140 MPa;
S 12 = S 13 = S 23 = 110 MPa

Fracture
energy

G f t = 133 N/mm; G f c = 40 N/mm;
Gmt = 0.6 N/mm; Gmc = 2.1 N/mm

Interface
properties

Elastic
modulus En = Es = Et = 5 GPa/mm

Strength
properties N = S = T = 30 MPa

Fracture
energy

Gmt = 0.6 N/mm;
Gmc = 2.1 N/mm

Relevant
coefficient η 1.45

Overall, the computational algorithm realized by the VU-
MAT subroutine and the dynamic progressive damage models
obtained by two methods are considered to be verified, with a
capability to predict well the dynamic progressive damage of a
composite laminate under low-velocity impact. The proposed
method B is based on the method A, which mainly modified the
damage evolution model. The prediction obtained by the im-
proved method with σ33 is closer to the test data than the origi-
nal, which means that the method proposed in the present study
is more suitable for low-velocity impact on composite lami-
nates under different impact energies. Although the difference
in performance between the methods is not significant, adding
the through-thickness normal stress component σ33 makes the
method B physically more realistic. Moreover, the damage pre-
diction obtained by the proposed method with σ33 may be suit-
able for some loading cases where out-of-plane stresses are sig-
nificant. The material properties in the simulation are taken
from the work of Y. Shi [21], which had already been used in
the literature [29, 36]. If some properties are changed slightly
in the method A, these parameters should also be changed in the
method B so that the mechanical response would share the same
trend as the current conclusions. Besides, further investigations
on microscopic observations of the different damage mecha-
nisms are definitely required to validate the damage modes pre-
dicted by method B, which provides the deeper perspectives
about the quality of the modelling and the benefits of consider-
ing σ33 in the simulation.
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Figure 7: Delamination area of the cross-ply composite laminates under 14.70 J impact (a) X-ray radiograph (b) Overlapped graph predicted by method A (c)
Overlapped graph predicted by method B (d) Each interface delamination predicted by method A (e) Each interface delamination predicted by method B
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Figure 8: Delamination area of the T700CG/M21 composite laminates under 25 J impact (a) Experimental C-scan result (b) Overlapped graph predicted by method
A (c) Overlapped graph predicted by method B

Figure 9: Impact force-time, force-displacement and energy-time curves obtained by different values of S mt and S mc under three impact energy levels (a) 7.35 J (b)
11.03 J (c) 14.70 J

4.3. Evaluation of coefficients S mt and S mc

Coefficients S mt and S mc to control the shear stiffness loss
were first used in the literature [22]. The main purpose of

those two coefficients is to avoid excessive softness of the ma-
terial which will cause large deformations in the numerical
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calculations so that the results do not converge. In the past
literature[22, 10, 38, 36, 39], authors used 0.9 and 0.5 as the
values of S mt and S mc in the stiffness degradation matrix. Nev-
ertheless, there is no article published to explain why 0.9 and
0.5 were used. There is no doubt that the larger the coefficient,
the closer the component of degraded stiffness matrix is to zero.
In the present study, S mt and S mc are set to five groups of val-
ues, i.e. 0.9 and 0.5, 0.9 and 0.9, 0.93 and 0.93, 0.96 and 0.96,
0.99 and 0.99, respectively.

Fig. 9 exhibits force–time, force–displacement and energy-
time curves obtained from the five groups of numerical simu-
lations. In the legend, the number 9050 represents that S mt is
taken to 0.9 and S mc is taken to 0.5, while the number 9999 de-
notes that both S mt and S mc are taken to 0.99. Obviously, there
is a regular pattern in these sets of coefficients in Figs. 9(a-
c). With the coefficient increasing, the impact force decreases
gradually while impact time, displacement and absorbed energy
rise under three impact energy levels. In Figs. 9 (a-b), the
error of predicting maximum impact force by the set of 9696
is minimal among the five sets of coefficients, less than 5%.
Similarly, the curves of force-displacement and energy-time
obtained from 9696 coincide with experimental curves better
than the others. However, in the case of 14.70 J, the simula-
tion of both S mt and S mc equal to 0.93 predicts the minimal
deviation between numerical and experimental results among
the five groups of coefficients, shown in Fig. 9(c). Obviously,
the numerical results obtained by setting S mt of 0.9 and S mc of
0.5 do not match the experimental results. The predicted val-
ues of force are much larger than the actual values under three
impact energy. Meanwhile, the predicted displacement and ab-
sorbed energy are far less than the experiment data. In other
words, although the composite plate has reached the failure cri-
teria, its stiffness is not seriously degraded. On the contrary,
the number 9999 curves show another extreme unrealistic situ-
ation. The impact time in this case is significantly longer than
other groups. Similarly, the displacement of this case is also
much larger than others. Since excessive softening of the stiff-
ness, the impact force is much lower than others. Therefore,
neither of these two sets of coefficients can be applied to the
present model.

Fig. 10(a) illustrates the matrix tensile damage in the last
layer predicted by five groups of numerical simulations of 7.35
J impact energy. It is clear that the damage area grows as the
coefficient increases. Considering the direction of the fiber, the
matrix compression damage propagates along the fibre direc-
tion which is 0◦ in the layer 8. Besides, the shape of damage
area of the group 9999 looks like the capital letter X which is
different from the others. Fig. 10(b) demonstrates the predic-
tions of matrix compression damage in the top layer under 7.35
J impact. With the value of coefficients increasing, more and
more severe damages appears. To some extent, it can be con-
sidered that the damage shapes of all groups are approximate,
which means that the values of S mt and S mc do not affect the
matrix compression damage significantly. Fig. 10(c) displays
the delaminations of the interface 7 predicted via five groups
of numerical simulations of 7.35 J impact energy. Obviously,
only the two groups of 9050 and 9090 have the similar dam-

Figure 10: Comparison of damage evaluation in typical layers and interface
under impact energy of 7.35 J (a) Matrix tensile damage (b) Matrix compression
damage (c) Delamination

age area, which suggests that S mt effects the delamination more
than S mc. The remaining groups show the significantly different
shapes of delamination. More specifically, there are three, one
and zero main red regions in the damage contours of the group
9393, 9696 and 9999, respectively. It is barely to find the severe
delaminations where the damage variable is greater than 0.7 in
the group 9999, which can be explained that the stress compo-
nents are too low to satisfy the quadaratic failure criterion due
to excessive stiffness loss.

Overall, considering all aspects of factors, S mt and S mc

should be adopted between 0.93 and 0.96 when using this dam-
age model to simulate composite laminates under low-velocity
impact.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, a PDM based on finite element model incor-
porates intra-laminar and inter-laminar damage is proposed to
predict the dynamic mechanical response and damage devel-
opment of cross-ply composite laminates subjected to low ve-
locity impact. The three-dimensional Hashin criterion is im-
plemented to predict damage initiation and a modified com-
putational method of equivalent displacement is proposed to
avoid ignoring the through-thickness normal stress component
σ33 in the damage evolution model. Delamination is simu-
lated by inserting zero thickness cohesive elements where the
bilinear traction-separation law, the quadaratic failure criterion
and the B-K criterion are applied. The proposed compos-
ite damage model is executed in the finite element software
ABAQUS/Explicit with a user-material subroutine VUMAT.
The numerical results of three different impact energies (7.35,
11.03 and 14.70 J) are analyzed by global mechanical response
and different damaged modes. Compared with the method with-
out σ33, the respectable relationship between numerical simula-
tion and experimental data indicates that the proposed method is
more suitable for low-velocity impact on composite laminates
under different impact energies.

The advantages and benefits of applying the 3D Hashin
criterion and the damage evolution model with the through-
thickness normal stress component σ33 for numerical simula-
tion are listed as follows:

• The proposed method with σ33 is more adequate for pre-
dicting the peak force, maximum displacement, and im-
pact contact time compared with experimental test data
when simulating the impact event subjected to the lower
levels of energy. However, the positive influence of con-
sidering σ33 is gradually diminished as the impact energy
increases.

• Although the predicted absorbed energies are always
lower than the measured values, the proposed method is
always closer to the experimental data. With the impact
energy increasing, it also shows the same trend that the
deviation between the two numerical methods narrows.

• The delamination predicted by the proposed method shows
the larger area than the test data, which means that the 3D
Hashin criterion and the damage evolution model with σ33
could be a good choice for composite design and engi-
neering applications due to its conservative prediction and
simple expression.

• The proposed method is considered physically more real-
istic due to the involvement of σ33 in the damage evolution
model. Therefore, the damage prediction obtained by this
method may be suitable for some loading cases where out-
of-plane stresses are significant.

Based on the global mechanical responses and the damage
evaluation of typical layers, the effect of S mt and S mc on nu-
merical simulation is discussed. Although both of the coeffi-
cients have more or less influence on the predicted results, the

coefficient S mt affects the inter-lanimar damage more than S mc

does. With the parameter study, we conclude that both of the
coefficients should be adopted between 0.93 and 0.96 when us-
ing this damage model to simulate composite laminates under
low-velocity impact.

Although the cross-ply composite laminates under three lev-
els of impact energy are observed by the proposed composite
damage model, this damage model can be utilized directly to
analyze the damage development behavior in other types of
composite laminates under low-velocity impact of different en-
ergies.
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